
Healthy Built Environments



Where do we go from here?



Who is served by this landscape?



How did we get here? How can we get here?



What planners, developers and



What planners, developers and



“What is the first thing an
infant wants to do and the
last thing an older person
wants to give up?”





In building facilities to accommodate cars……we often forget about the people



The Pedestrian in America has beenThe Pedestrian in America has been
marginalized compromised to Deathmarginalized compromised to Death



I shopped for a house,
but I forgot to shop
for a community to
live in

…Cheryl

from a suburban Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada Neighborhood

Florida has the lowest
rate of volunteerism
in the nation.

What is that all
about?



Such places do not sprout by
happenstance. Driven by irresistible

economic forces and shaped by
subtly shifting social patterns, they

are being created, down to the
tiniest detail, by a handful of major

developers with a master plan for
the new America.

…. NY Times, August 15, 2005



Fargo, North Dakota



Fargo, North Dakota
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As we age access to gentle, friendly exercise will be vital













The Institute team
suggests the following
goals for towns/cities:

Goal 1:   A complete
network of streets and
public spaces to
support active living

Goal 2:   Safe, natural
and enjoyable walking
and biking conditions

Goal 3:   Sustainable
transportation choices

Goal 4:   Healthier,
happier people



The simple needs of
automobiles are more
easily understood and
satisfied than the complex
needs of cities, and a
growing number of
planners and designers
have come to believe that
if they can only solve the
problems of traffic, they
will thereby have solved
the major problems of
cities.

Following that philosophy
led to this, redundantly.

A new beaker and
measure will lead to this.



Provide 
Services

Downtowns
should provide
essential
services

Postal
Residential
Commercial
Public Space
Restrooms

Ferndale
California

















Cleveland, Ohio.

Monterey, California



Monterey, California






































